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Teodrose Fikre is a visionary author who is passionate about justice for all irrespective
of our differences. Teodorse is named after and is the grandson five generations of
Emperor Atse Teodrose II-the greatest king and visionary leader of Ethiopia. Teodrose
writes of the hope possible in unity while addressing the very issues that lead to the
scale of inequity that is pervasive in our society. Born in Ethiopia the same year
Emperor Haile Selassie was overthrown in 1974, Teodrose Fikre is a prolific writer
whose speech idea was incorporated into Barack Obama's South Carolina primary
victory speech in 2008. A lot has changed in the intervening years, a transformation
caused by the most unlikely circumstances which led to Teodrose's education of our
common bonds and humanity's struggles without regard to the barriers that are erected
to separate us. Teodrose's pen is poignant, writing of love and loss, injustice and
resilience. Most important, Teodrose's writing is a critique of our time and a much
needed focus on the issues that divide us and the core of our collective struggle that
often gets blurred by manufactured outrages and stoked grievances. A must read for
those who hope to one day overcome injustice with a common purpose. Serendipity's
Trace is a collection of poetry and observations that express hope through struggle and
traces the experiences that have shaped Teodrose's past and present. Powerful,
emotion, and raw in its eloquence, Teodrose's writing is one that speaks to our
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collective conscience.
This study Bible includes interactive group studies, courses with interactive resources,
Bible resource notes, and reading and study plans.
Using a storytelling style and biblical truth to encourage practical aspects of faith,
LEAPING THE WALL investigates ways to empower our faith during difficult times.
Written with compassion, honesty and truth, this book explores the deeper questions of
faith that haunt us. Why does a loving God allow pain and suffering? How do sorrow
and grief fit in with the biblical understanding that God has a good plan for our lives?
Does God care about our pain? Through practical suggestions, encouraging stories,
and Scripture, Kloster gently encourages readers to focus on grace, peace, joy, and
hope to empower faith during sorrow and pain.
Because teaching is at the heart of Christian ministry, the editors of Invitation to
Educational Ministry have assembled a team of seasoned experts to present a
comprehensive plan of Christian education. This volume will help church staff,
parachurch leaders, and small-group teachers become more effective, influential, and
creative. After laying a biblical and practical foundation for Christian education, the
contributors provide specific guidance on teaching a variety of individuals and groups,
including children, adults, singles, seniors, and non-Christians. The final section shares
valuable insights on leading small groups, teaching innovatively, and overseeing a
healthy educational ministry, among other topics. Each chapter is designed to equip
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educators with the most relevant information, and includes many useful features: • Reallife case studies • Scriptural support • Explanations of key terms and concepts •
Practical suggestions • Resources for additional study • Sidebars illustrating best
principles and practices
Love Gives Life: A Study of 1 Corinthians 13 We are to pursue love as we seek spiritual
gifts because love gives life to gifts and love outlives gifts. That's Paul's main idea in 1
Corinthians 13, and this study will help you not only to see that in the text but to seek it
in your life. The thirteenth chapter of First Corinthians is about having a love strategy.
Paul relativizes what we tend to value most (usually our personal distinctives and
niches), places love in central view, and summons us to use every power and resource
we have for the good of those whom God has placed in our lives. This is the excellent
way of love, and it is worthy of our pursuit. Here's what others are saying about this
work: If you're like me, you have either heard or taught love from 1 Corinthians 13. You
may even think that you have heard most, if not all of the insights of 1 Corinthians 13. I
did. That is, until I read Evan May's take on the text. Evan brings us into Paul's thoughts
in a clear and engaging way, which is somewhat hard to do. Not only that, he brings
clarity to the definition of love which has been hijacked and is now defined as
"undogmatic" and "untheological." However, love is very dogmatic and very theological.
In a world where social media has made us, "fall for the delusion that what makes us
significant is mainly what causes us to stand out from everyone else, rather than what
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helps us to serve everyone else," what we all need now is a little bit of love, properly
understood that is. Read this book! Curtis Allen Rap artist Voice, author of Education or
Imitation: Bible Interpretation for Dummies Like You and Me Evan May's Love Gives
Life: A Study of 1 Corinthians 13 is a good example of what Paul says in 1 Cor. 14:26,
"Let all things be done for building up." It is brief, unpretentious, but says what must be
said to bring the message of the "love chapter" to the heart of the reader. May has been
personally moved by Paul's words, and he wants to convey to us the same blessing he
has found. He has a wonderful gift for simple, conversational writing, with the most
natural and appropriate illustrations. He never assaults the reader, but nurtures him
gently, so that we find ourselves growing in grace, almost by surprise. No academic
trappings here, but May's understanding of the passage is substantial. I hope that many
take the opportunity to learn from this book. Dr. John Frame Professor of Systematic
Theology and Philosophy at Reformed Theological Seminary and author of the
Theology of Lordship series The apostle Paul told his dear friend Timothy, with regard
to Christian discipleship, "The aim of our charge is love that issues from a pure heart
and a good conscience and a sincere faith." That is, love is the necessary consequence
of the Gospel he preached. Today, that charge is unfortunately blanched by all manner
of social and cultural influences, reduced to the idea that "love" is somehow
synonymous with quiet and unconditional acceptance. My dear friend Evan May looks
back to Paul as the apostle reminded his students in Corinth about the true meaning of
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love, and why it actually changes the world. The study notes Evan has produced ought
to sting a little as we remember that somehow the love of God is both patient and
unrelenting toward wrongdoing, both kind and truthful, both eternal and immediate. I
recommend this study without qualification, and hope to see more from Evan in the
future. Frank Turk Speaker, writer, and blogger at www.teampyro.blogspot.com
The last hope of planet Earth is Trisphere, a huge satellite where world leaders will
negotiate war outcomes and solve natural disasters and plagues. But the Antichrist has
no intention of seeing this plan succeed. His appearance brings the plot of this exciting
adventure novel into conformity with the Bible's accounting of the last days of the planet
as we know it.
We all need faithful friends--people who accept us as we are, who seek our best
interests, and who stick with us in a crisis. Yet being a faithful friend is more important
than finding one. This Fruit of the Spirit Bible study looks at six essential qualities we
need to become faithful friends. These qualities help us lay a foundation for lasting
relationships.The eight-volume Fruit of the Spirit Bible Studies series not only helps you
discover what the Bible says about the vital traits that the Holy Spirit produces in
believers, but also moves you beyond reflection and discussion to application.
Designed for use in small groups or personal devotions, the interactive format will help
you grow in your ability to reflect the character of Jesus.Revised to include:Expanded
leader’s notesBetween-studies applicationsSuggestions for prayer
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It's been a crazy day at work, the house is a mess, and you have nothing in the
refrigerator--and you're hosting your small group tonight. How can you possibly get a lesson
ready in the midst of your chaotic life? Easy. Just open Instant Small Group. This nopreparation-required teaching resource provides a year's worth of engaging, transforming, and
easy-to-lead discussion guides for adult small groups. All 52 studies are "open and go" for
those who, for whatever reason, don't have the time or energy to prepare. They can be used
by anyone in the group--not just the leader--and are perfect for road trips, retreats, coffeehouse
conversations, or even as personal devotionals. Bonus callouts with discussion-specific
teaching tips, brief Bible background information, and add-on ideas are included, as well as an
appendix titled "20 Tips for Dynamic Discussions."
Bible scholar and teacher, Dr. John R. Hargrove has designed a wonderful, year-long course
for the individual Bible student and for the classroom. Spread out over twelve courses, each
book is a wonderful and insightful introduction to the Word of God. From Genesis to
Revelation, Dr. Hargrove hopes to help you grow in the Lord and to understand his Word at a
deeper, more profound level. An intimate level. Ideal for small group study and for the
individual, the Biblical Studies 101 program is, we think, ideal for you, too. Excellent
Beginnings: Course One Let's go back in time to the story of Creation and a study of the
earliest men in the Book of Genesis. The question is: did God create us or did we come from a
sort of cosmic soup billions of years ago? Since Creation has obviously taken place, I believe
there is a Creator. He is God. In the Bible, we will see that God does not speak verbally to
everyone, but chooses specific people to talk to, and asks them to go forth as prophets for
Him. Those were usually men of great faith. We will soon learn that the Bible is not a story of
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great men, but of a great God. Yes, the Lord still communicates with us today, and I want to
show you how. In this study, Course One of the "Biblical Studies 101", we will assume the
Creation story is the true one. If you are not sure about that, I invite you to settle in and read
what God has to say about it.
Stopping the spiral of toxic thoughts. In Get Out of Your Head, a six-session video-based Bible
study, Jennie inspires and equips us to transform our emotions, our outlook, and even our
circumstances by taking control of our thoughts. Our enemy is determined to get in our heads
to make us feel helpless, overwhelmed, and incapable of making a difference for the kingdom
of God. But when we submit our minds to Christ, the promises of goodness of God flood our
lives in remarkable ways. It starts in your head. And from there, the possibilities are endless.
This guide serves as a tool to prepare you in leading this Get Out of Your Head study and to
encourage you along the way. It helps you as the leader to effectively point your group to the
overarching theme of each lesson and point them to the themes of each study. This Get Out of
Your Head Leader’s Guide includes: Session-by-session helps to guide your group through
the study. Walk-through for using each piece of the study: Videos, Study Guide, and
Conversation Card Deck. The vision for Get Out of Your Head. Tips for leading your group,
and much more. This guide is designed for use with the Get Out of Your Head Video Study
(9780310116394), sold separately. Streaming video, study guide, and conversation cards also
available.
Dr. Lyon shows that the Bible promises healing by Jesus if we fulfill the requirements of
believing His promises. He points out the Divine healing as the Bible teaches can be
instantaneous, gradual, by the use of means, and even death is a form of healing. He also
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discusses old age and our service for the Lord. The booklet is not only a presentation for
Biblical healing, but a manual showing how we can experience healing and be an instrument
for divine healing.
This Is A New Release Of The Original 1844 Edition.
For group and personal study is this New International Version, 10th anniversary edition. The
Serendipity Bible features over 200 studies for small groups and complete NIV text.
The CSB Life Connections Study Bible is a revised and updated version of the best-selling and
renowned Serendipity Study Bible. This version includes thousands of questions and study
helps for all 1,189 chapters of the Bible--all updated for today's readers.

120 lesson plans in 8 categories Preparation aids for youth leaders Interactive
exercises Comprehensive book introductions and notes Dictionary/concordance
Subject index JGroup presentation page 1,344 pp.
A series of nine group Bible studies of seven sessions each. Courses are laid out in
three categories (personal growth, personal awareness, and personal needs).
The only book you will need to lead a Bible study group is the Serendipity New
Testament, which provides the text of the New Testament and 10,000 questions for
personal or group reflection. Along with the complete text of the New International
Version New Testament, there are questions on each page that groups can learn from,
reflect on, pray over.
Includes summaries of the Bible's most famous stories, detailed maps of the journeys
of its major figures, and descriptions of everyday life depicted in the Bible.
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Church has become a commodity, a business with a community of controlled people
called a colony, the people will then become without knowing a product of charismatic
charm, hypnotic goods with flattery services that only attracts a "marsupial spirit" the
confinement that limits the freedom of one serving as a true receptacle. Be not
deceived God is not mocked! God's ways are exceedingly intricate, any attempt to
formulate or to stamp a doctrine on His itinerary becomes a sham, burdened with
pretension. In The Verdict, Author Anita Snowden draws attention concerning God and
His order, so the Church can wake up out of her sleep.
NEW TECHNIQUE CONNECTS COUPLES "Truly original, in over 30 years as a
counselor educator, I've never seen anything like this." - Mark E. Young Ph. D.
Professor, Counselor Education Teaches you how to: Connect on a CORE level with
your partner Build trust and effective communication skills Work through ANY issues
together as a team Feel valued and appreciated by one another Truly be there for one
another when needed See if there's HOPE for your relationship Do you know why so
many couples fail or feel like something important is missing from their relationships?
It's because no one ever taught them how to create and sustain an intimate connection
with a partner. Whether you're single, in a relationship that's going strong, or having
problems, you can benefit! This breakthrough techniqe shows you, step-by-step, how to
create the most intimate connection possible. Project Intimacy is a quick, easy read
with interactive charts, diagrams, chapter takeaways, and self-awareness exercises
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that are full of practical applications. Give your relationship the best chance at success
and equip yourself with the knowledge to experience the love you desire. Begin your
journey, visit www.projectintimacy.com to see a FREE EXCERPT today.
Joseph Charles Philpot M.A. was born on the 13th September 1802 at Ripple Rectory
in Kent. He was educated at Worcester College, Oxford, and was subsequently elected
a Fellow. He went on to Ireland as a tutor for a private family, and, having been saved
by grace, began his ministry in the Church of England. He seceded from that Church in
1835, and the same year aligned himself with the Strict and Particular Baptists, being
baptized by John Warburton on his 33rd birthday. He became pastor of the Stamford
and Oakham congregations in 1838 and ministered faithfully until poor health ended his
pastoral ministry in 1864. He went to his reward on 9th December 1869, a beloved and
respected leader amongst the Strict and Particular Baptists where his memory is still
cherished. As well as his pastoral work, he was also editor of the Gospel Standard
which gained considerable influence and prominence under his leadership. The
organisation still publishes his works, and much of what we have from him today was
first written for that publication. These devotions have been available on various
websites for some time, but to my knowledge there has not been a printed edition using
the King James Version of the bible available for many years. I believe the devotions
are very close to the original publications, with only some paragraph divisions and
occasional sentence splittings added by this arranger to make the devotions easier to
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follow for 21st Century readers. Philpot's original but now veteran language and
grammar has been left largely unaltered with only the spelling being returned to British
English, some archaic words very carefully replaced, and no simplification. The
Scripture quotes at the beginning of each portion use the original King James Version,
with a few of the contractions removed to print the full verse rather than just a couple of
words. Philpot himself often paraphrased, tending to follow the pattern of the Geneva
Bible of 1560, so where odd words differ from the KJV in the body of his portions, this
may well be the cause and origin. A handful of the devotions seem quite short, and may
have been truncated in the past. However, checking all the versions available to me
has not revealed any additional text, so any missing text may now have been lost
forever. I trust that you will find these devotions as encouraging and challenging as I do,
and that they will strengthen you in your faith as they have done for many thousands of
Christian readers over the years. The truth contained within them is as precious and
real today as it was when first written, and remains fresh and pertinent with repeated
reading. You will be able to re-read this volume many times during your life and will
always be surprised to find something new that you missed first time round. Noel
Pogson May 2017
These forty-eight Bible studies were written with one goal in mind – to allow the Spirit of
God to use the Word of God to produce fruit in your life. These studies will help you
discover what the Bible says rather than simply telling you what it says. They
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encourage you to think and to explore rather than to merely fill in blanks. Fruit of the
Spirit will help you discern what the Bible says about the vital traits that the Holy Spirit
produces in believers, and move you beyond reflection to application. Designed for use
as personal Bible study or group study, the interactive format will help you grow in your
ability to reflect the character of Jesus and will aid not only in understanding the fruit,
but also in applying them to daily life.
This book is uniquely original and can be personalized with any girl's name. How fun is
that? Think of the possibilities: baby or shower gifts, birthdays, a special something
from grandma, and more. You can purchase the book as shown, using Faith in the title,
or personalize it to suit your specific needs. Simply contact us at eStoryTime.com
BEFORE placing your Amazon order and we'll take care of the rest. After contacting us,
you'll still need to order the book through Amazon, so we'll send you a direct link to use
when placing your order. It will assure the book is personalized with the name you've
requested. We've taken the worry out of the process and your child will be thrilled with
the final product. Who doesn't like to see their name on the cover or hear it related
throughout the story? The author, Melissa Ryan, is the mother of five children and
knows the importance of reading to your little ones. It instills a love of books and fosters
an active imagination in the youngest of readers. Help start them on a path of discovery
with Melissa's stories. The tale of Faith is perfect for bedtime, especially when
unleashing the child's wonder by using her own name. This is a book that can be
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enjoyed over and over again, and will be remembered long after the last page is read
and the lights turned out. Faith's Hiccum-ups Day is beautifully written and will hold
your child's attention while you share this delightful tale. Tag along with Faith as she
giggles, HIC's, and jumps her way through a day with the hiccum-ups. See the silly
things her family suggests to solve her problem. It's a day filled with enough fun for
everyone. Faith will capture your heart, and the moments spent reading it together will
build fond memories that will be cherished throughout the years. Your little girls grow up
all too fast; make lasting impressions while you can. This is just one of several books
offered by Melissa in her ever-expanding children's book series. You'll learn to love and
appreciate the extra attention that goes into each volume. Special care is taken to keep
the child's heart at the center of each story, helping them build character and learn
something along the way. Encourage that special child in your life to embrace what is
truly unique, and sometimes funny, about their developing personalities. Spend a few
minutes with Faith on her I-Didn't-Do-It kind of day and make bedtime special, while
you create a binding relationship with the power of reading...you'll look back in awe at
the foundations you've built. Please customize and purchase this book for a special
little girl in your life today. Tags: personalized children's books, personalized gifts,
personalized baby gifts, personalized, bedtime stories, bedtime story, Faith, 1st
birthday gifts
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.
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'There is a dreamer in every soul. He knows the mind of God concerning our lives. He
is the hand of God that writes our lives stories. What is your life story? Do you know the
script you ought to play? There is a story teller in your heart. He whispers at night in
your deep sleep. He will tell you the secret to the dream of your life. Can you see him
while you are awake? Can you hear him in your intuition? He walks in your soul day
and night. He never ceases to ask you the same question: 'Where is the Soul I have
been sent to help'? In Secrets to Divine Manifestations, Alain Yaovi M. Dagba guides
the reader in a spiritual adventure that leads to self-awareness. He emphasized that to
be aware of our 'self' is to be aware of the presence of God in us, and fully accept our
true divine identity. He shows in his writing that, by simply uncovering what we really
are, we are able to overcome anything, any form of 'evil, ' even the most predicted
threatening events of our time. His teachings are centered on the belief that, by learning
to easily tap into the life of our divine nature, we can change our consciousness, thus
positively affect the vibration of our planet, while reaching perfect peace and happiness.
In this noble adventure of discovering the divinity in the core of our being, we come to
know our individual life purpose and are healed from our past wounds. In a word, we
are born anew to become a fragrance of hope for our loved ones and those around us.
The clarity, accuracy, and literary grace of the NIV text alongside the teaching of Dr.
David Jeremiah creates an interrelationship that is so essential to understanding the
complete biblical message and what is says, what it means, and what it means to you.
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The result is a Bible that can be read and used by all Christians who want to grow in
their faith by going deeper into God’s Word.
With the price of admission, you are guaranteed a one-way ticket to hell. There's no
deal on Earth like it. Do you want to spend eternity in the Kingdom of darkness but don't
want to have to commit any real sins like murder or sodomy? Never before has this kind
of deal been offered. All you have to do is pay the fee to purchase this book and your
afterlife will be secured no matter how many orphans you feed or puppies you pet.
Claim your ticket to Hell with proof of purchase over at www.RottingHorse.comA parody
of parables for the new ages.Join Jesus Christ on an adventure throughout the
centuries as he joins forces with an unlikely immortal ally to expose the true faces of
evil who call themselves, The Craftsmen. Enjoy this timeless tale of revenge and denial
as Jesus delivers his own brand of holy justice.This exclusive early edit is available now
for those who want to experience the artistic process. There are typos and other issues
in this novel but none that we find too critical to stop us from letting you take a look
behind the curtain. The final product may be very different (i.e. changing the the book
from present tense to past tense is a strong consideration) from what you purchase
here. You can get the whole thing free as a PDF directly from www.RottingHorse.com
What's really being sold here is your soul.
Discover the wonder of a life with God you can't contain. The pages of scripture are full
of ordinary people who walked with God as he poured himself out through them to a
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world in need. What if God never changed? What if he is still speaking to us and
longing to work miraculously through us? What if it isn't a matter of more training or
effort but simply receiving and releasing everything he already purchased? "Life in the
Overflow" invites you to know God intimately as your Daddy in a way that spills out of
you naturally. Filled with disarming honesty and fervent expectation, this book mirrors a
reflection of who you are, who your God is and what he actually longs to do through
"ordinary, messy kids" today!

Hot coffee, donuts, and hearts that are hungry for more than just snacks -- all the
makings of a great Bible study group. Get the most our of your times together
with the NAB Catholic Serendipity Bible. Everything you need is here in one
practical, flexible, and easy-to-use package: - New American Bible (NAB) text
with deuterocanonical books - Thousands of penetrating study questions - 60
course plans for 10 different kinds of groups. The NAB Catholic Serendipity Bible
includes all the outstanding features of its counterpart, The NIV Serendipity Bible
10th Anniversary Edition, and expands them to include the deuterocanonical
books. You'll find: - 200 great group studies and 60 course plans address the
needs of ten different groups -- men, women, singles, youth, recovery, and more
-- and cover topics ranging from discipleship to intimacy to spiritual formation to
employment to growing older to abuse, grief, and loss, and much more. - OpenPage 16/18
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dig-reflect questions help group members discover each others' hearts as they
get to the heart of God's Word -- and together learn how to apply it to their lives.
(Coffee cup icon) starts the meeting with an easy, icebreaking question. (Open
book icon) helps participants dig into the Scripture with questions designed to get
them thinking and forming their own opinions. (Heart icon) helps group members
apply the Scriptures to their lives. - Two color course study pages make this
study format effective, thorough, and easy to use. With the official Roman
Catholic imprimatur, The NAB Catholic Serendipity Bible is the ideal choice for
the groups that want to search out the riches of God's Word, for individuals who
want a superb personal study Bible, and for leaders who may not have the
experience, but have the heart for conducting group Bible studies that make a
difference. In fact, with the 'ready-made' NAB Catholic Serendipity Bible, the only
thing you'll have to prepare is the coffee.
This revised edition continues to walk both experienced Bible readers and those
seeking it out for the first time through a chronological, story-by-story and personby-person experience. Complete with maps of journeys and explanations of the
acts and epistles, this book includes: The journeys of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob,
Joseph, and Moses, and the law from Joshua, Judges, Ruth, Samuel and Kings,
including David and Goliath, Gideon and Samson, and King Solomon. The
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captives, the women, the poets, the prophets and more through the Old
Testament. The story of Jesus as told in the four Gospels. The acts of the
Apostles as they spread the word of the new church; the letters from Peter, Paul,
James, John and Jude on a variety of topics, and John's apocalyptic Revelation;
The Apocrypha including Maccabees 1 and 2 along with other books included for
other practices. An all-new reference glossary featuring names and places with
descriptions and cross-references to their discussion in the Bible.
The Lutheran Men in Mission edition of the Serendipity Bible for small group and
personal study. Contains six courses of six sessions each - with tracks for
beginners and advanced students and a variety of other study helps and tools.
This Is A New Release Of The Original 1853 Edition.
This Is A New Release Of The Original 1841 Edition.
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